FORCEPS, HEMOSTATS, CLAMPS

392034: WECK® BIPOLAR CUSHING BAYONET FORCEPS
Straight bipolar forceps, insulated, non-sterile. 0.7 mm tips, 7-1/2" (19 cm).

121600: BACKHAUS TOWEL FORCEPS
5-1/4" (14 cm)

182445: ROCHESTER-PEAN FORCEPS
Curved, 6 1/4" (17 cm)

182850: ALLIS TISSUE FORCEPS
4 x 5 Teeth, 6" (15 cm)

131114A: LANDRENEAU PENNINGTON GRASPING FORCEPS
Straight, 10.2 mm tip, 5-1/8" (13 cm)

211116A: LANDRENEAU MASHER GRASPING FORCEPS
Straight, 7.8 mm tip, 8-1/2" (22 cm)
**841033 : KAISER-PILLING RING FORCEPS (3S)**
Curved on side, 3-3/8" jaw, 1 x 11 ratchets, 12" (31 cm)

**020121 : ALLIGATOR FORCEPS**
Serrated jaws, 4.5 mm, 3-1/8" (8 cm)

**244000 : VASECTOMY FORCEPS**
No Scalpel Hemostat, Sharp, 5 1/8" (13 cm)

**841101 : KAISER-PILLING BIOPSY FORCEPS**
Rigid, slightly curved, 4 mm cup, 11" (28 cm)

**392018 : WECK® BIPOLAR JEWELER’S FORCEPS**
Straight, bipolar forceps, non-sterile. 0.4 mm tips, smooth handle, 4" (10 cm).

**121417 : FOERSTER SPONGE FORCEPS**
Straight, Serrated, 9-3/4" (25 cm)

**658500 : RANEY CLIP APPLYING FORCEPS**
Reusable, 6" (15 cm)
191025 : WECK® BIPOLAR CUSHING BAYONET FORCEPS
Straight bipolar forceps, insulated, non-sterile. 2.0 mm tips, 7-1/2" (19 cm).

182060 : CRILE FORCEPS
Curved, 5 1/2" (14 cm)

425530 : CASTRO CORNEAL SCLERAL FORCEPS
Straight, Tying Platform, 1 x 2 Teeth, 0.5mm tip, 4 3/8" (11 cm)

443510 : JACOBSON HEMOSTATIC FORCEPS
Curved, Serrated, 1.2mm tip, 7 1/8" (18 cm)

181223 : ADSON TISSUE FORCEPS
1 x 2 Teeth, 4 3/4" (12 cm)

355493 : HALLMAN TUNNELING FORCEPS
Curved, Serrated, 14 5/8" (37 cm)

841012 : KAISER-PILLING RING FORCEPS (4L)
Long jaw, C-shape, 10-7/8" (28 cm)
506952 : MICRO LARYNGEAL FORCEPS
Angled left, fenestrated, serrated, 3 mm tip, 9-1/4" (24 cm)

506950 : MICRO LARYNGEAL FORCEPS
Angled right, fenestrated, serrated, 3 mm tip, 9-1/4" (24 cm)

211118A : LANDRENEAU MASHER GRASPING FORCEPS
Straight, 13.8 mm tip, 8-1/2" (22 cm)

506856 : FEDER-OSSOFF MICRO LARYNGEAL GRASPING FORCEPS
Double action, straight, with suction. Shaft tapers from 2.0 mm to 1 mm. Coarsely serrated jaws. 1.0 mm suction channel w/ luer-lok proximal fitting.

841010 : KAISER-PILLING RING FORCEPS (1L)
Long jaw, straight, 12-5/8" (32 cm)